
‘I felt strained , but not now’

Leung Yuk Wing vows to fight for Hong Kong’s glory

Written by Karman Fu

Though physically handicapped , spiritually he goes beyond the imperfection. Leung Yuk 

Wing first played Boccia in school six years ago ,but now, he is the world champion in Boccia

Grade BC4 , and also the silver medalist of same category in the Beijing Paralympic

Competition. 

For this six years , Leung keeps practicing through fair and foul three days per week to 

maintain his performance. Boccia is a challenging sport designed to people with severe 

physically disability. It requires tactics, skill , control and concentration to make a perfect 

game. However , Leung’s persistence enhances his technique through these years .

Leung was once defeated by the Brazil team in Beijing Paralympic Competition. He explains, Leung was once defeated by the Brazil team in Beijing Paralympic Competition. He explains, 

‘ It is more or less due to the pressure in face of the unexpectedly huge audience.’  Yet , 

Leung never loses his stamina . He is now preparing for the third Asia and South Pacific 

Boccia Championships, which will be held in August in Hong Kong. Hoping to gain an entry 

into the 2012 London Paralympics , he even applied for a month’s no pay leave from work. 

Apart from intensifying his practice, he also reviews competition videos.

China and Korea are being regarded as the most powerful enemies by Leung . The former 

gained ground in Beijing Paralympic Competition , ‘They make large progress, defeating 

their competitors by a large points.’ For the latter , it is the first time they send players to 

compete , yet Leung believes the players must be competitive once they decided to send 

representatives over.

In the coming 3rd Asia & South Pacific Boccia Championships 2009 , Leung’s family will come 

to support him as it will be the first major competition which he has ever joined in Hong 

Kong. Yet , he believes there will not be any pressure this time. ‘I felt strained, but not now,’ 

he remarks .


